
MORNINGSIDE, PITCH

Suggested Title:   Morningside.

Copyright: ©Elio B. Ruiz, “Morningside, Miami,” 2010 at the Library of Congress and 
WGAE.

Format: UHD/ Two-hour feature film.

Tentative Budget: 4 M (negative cost).

Genre/Sub-genre: A crime detective-driven mystery framed around a Halloween celebration, 
where the disguised characters play roles of monsters not unlike their real sinister lives. As a 
sub-genre, a strong family drama is at the core of the story.

Logline: After finding the corpse of a young woman with a background of compulsive sexual 
behavior, a detective leads a challenging and successful investigation that drives him to address 
his own troubled existence.

Setup: The story takes place in Miami Dade, Florida in current times with Latino and Haitian 
communities’ participation.

Synopsis: On a Halloween night, young Ada was murdered in the Morningside Miami 
neighborhood. Anthony, the investigating detective assigned to the case, discovers one clue after 
another. Ada's sex addiction, her family's wealth and dark background, probable motives of the 
possessive, contemptuous, abusers, jealous neighbors, and her ex-lovers all lead to ominous 
revelations that we learn from a dying narrator’s perspective. 

Note: This script was a finalist in the 2018 ScreenCraft Family genre contest.

Minibiography: Elio Bernardo-Ruiz (Elio B) is a writer and award-winning filmmaker born in 
Havana, Cuba.  In the late 1980s and early 90s, his films won two major prizes in the 
documentary and documentary series categories at the Havana International Film Festival. In 
1991, Elio immigrated to Mexico, furthering his career in the advertising industry, artistic, and 
educational institutions. In Mexico City, for five years he was a script professor at the C.C.C., 
film school. In 1995, he received a research grant from the Berlin-Brandenburg Film Board in 
Germany; in 1997, he received another grant from the Mexican Institute of Cinematography 
(IMCINE). 
He has published in both nonfiction and fiction genres.  In 1995, his short story, “The Little 
White Girl” was included in an international anthology that also includes prominent American 
authors, Alice Walker and Toni Morrison. He currently resides in New York City and holds 
American citizenship.

https://www.elberfilms.com/morningisde
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